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What we are doing to the forests of the world is but a mirror reflection of what we are doing to ourselves and to one another.

-Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi

ABSTRACT:
The legislature, Executive and Judiciary, the three organs of the Indian popular government have found a way to control the issue of expanding natural contamination in India. Among all of them the legal has performed lead part in making a move to control the issue of environment contamination. The legal understanding of different statutory arrangements considering environment insurance an essential undertaking has given another bend to the advancement of Environmental law in India. Despite the fact that there have been activities taken by the Legislature and the Executive, the Judiciary has taken a lead in this race through cautious legal thinking about the Supreme Court which has been giving more apparatuses both subjective and quantitative to manage issues identified with Environmental Protection. The courts have additionally done their share by generously deciphering the different arrangements of the Constitution and different statutes towards guaranteeing social equity.

Public Interest Litigation (PIL) have moved to court for reviewing open enquiry, implementing open obligation, ensuring social and aggregate rights and intrigue and vindicating open intrigue. In course of time there has been a wave or a more prominent effect on environment suit.

Judicial Activism depends on investigation of the legal insight in translating distinctive environment related laws in India. A surfeit of enactments has been sanctioned to manage the issue of environment assurance in India. Consistently more up to date types of protections have been embraced to see that the threatening walk of natural contamination is kept under control.

Different proposals are given for the improvement of Environmental statute in India and to expel the constraints with respect to Indian legal for compelling contribution in the natural law making process.
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INTRODUCTION

“The earth, the air, the land and the water are not an inheritance from our forefathers but on loan from our children. So we have to handover to them at least as it was handed over to us.”

“There is a sufficiency in the world for man’s need but not for man’s greed.”

-Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi

The meaning of "environment" and, along these lines, ecological law in India has dependably been somewhat wide. Indeed, even today, not just does it incorporate the idea of sustainable improvement additionally air and water contamination, safeguarding of our backwoods and untamed life, clamour contamination and even the insurance of our antiquated landmarks, which are experiencing serious push because of urbanization and resulting ecological contamination. Group assets, for example, tanks, lakes, and so forth have now been enunciated by the Supreme Court for incorporation in the idea of environment, and why should it not be along these lines, considering they all influence the quality and satisfaction in our life. Mindfulness about the earth and, especially matters identifying with contamination, have been renewed, so to say, to such an extent that it is hard to envision that our cutting edge natural statute is barely three decades old. In these decades, notwithstanding, the walk of the law has been so fast and beyond any doubt that one is enticed to rehash the announcement of Lord Woolf that "while natural law is currently unmistakably a perpetual element of the legitimate scene, regardless it needs clear limits".

Inside the most recent two decades, India has ordered particular enactment on natural insurance as well as practically made another central right to a perfect domain in the Constitution. The models and techniques embraced in the Indian connection show up, at first sight, like those in other precedent-based law frameworks. However there are numerous unpretentious contrasts which have changed the structure and substance of lawful advancement in India. Indian natural law draws out the one of a kind qualities of another lawful request which has bit by bit been built up in India.

The recognizing way of this law, has three interconnected components. Firstly, the nature of the new Indian established law administration agrees more prominent significance to open worries than ensuring private interests. Besides, this jurisprudential advancement mirrors certain parts of Indian legitimate culture, through verifiable and express dependence on autochthonous qualities and ideas of law, exemplified in the Indian juristic hypothesize of dharma. Thirdly, the developing Indian ecological statute bears declaration to the lobbyist
part of the Indian legal which has likewise had a huge effect in numerous territories other than natural law. To put it plainly, the advancement of ecological statute in India shows neo-dharmic law in postmodern open law. It suits thoughts at present voiced by specialists around the globe for ensuring the earth in structures altered by the Indian lawful culture.

Society is stunned over a solitary instance of crime yet when a great many individuals are experiencing different sorts of natural issues and face the risks of aggregate genocide, responses are exceptionally tepid. In British India, a few laws were ordered which had natural arrangements. These are the Indian Penal Code and the Code of Criminal Procedure to manage the fouling of air and water under the title "Open Nuisance", the Police Act for counteractive action of clamour, the Poison Act for pesticide control and the Indian Forest Act for woodland and untamed life administration. Laws on woods, mines and minerals, water and other normal assets of humankind were sanctioned more for their apportionment, privatization and usage as opposed to for their assurance. These laws remained responded to satisfy the necessities and to take care of the issues of the general public.

Urbanization, industrialization and populace have upgraded the issue of environment debasement. At last it was the call of hour in post freedom period to authorize certain laws to meet the extraordinary issues imperilling the human life.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY APPROACH

In compatibility of United Nations Conference on Human Environment met at Stockholm in 1972, the countries of the world chose to find a way to secure and enhance human environment. The spin-off of this, in India 42nd Amendment to the Indian constitution embedded articles 48-A guiding the state to ensure and enhance the earth and to shield the backwoods and untamed life of the nation and Article 51-A (g) saying essential obligations of the nationals to secure and enhance the indigenous habitat including woods, lakes, waterways and natural life and to have sympathy for living animals.

The 42nd Amendment to the Indian Constitution likewise rolled out specific improvements in the seventh Calendar to the Constitution. 42nd Amendment Act surprisingly embedded Entry 20-An in the List III which manages populace control and family arranging in light of the fact that gigantic increment in populace is fundamental driver for ecological issues.

Under Article 253 of the Indian Constitution, the parliament is engaged to make any law for executing any arrangement, assertion or tradition with whatever other nation or nations or indeed, even any choice made at worldwide gathering, affiliation or other body, this power is constrained to implantation of choice and that too for a restricted period.

The expansive dialect of Article 253 proposes that in the wake of Stockholm
Conference in 1972, Parliament has the ability to administer on all matters connected to the protection of characteristic assets.

This 42nd Amendment to Indian Constitution and inclusion of Article 48 and 51-A (g) denoted the start of Environmental statute in India. Natural Jurisprudence incorporates the laws, both statutory and legal, concerning fluctuated parts of ecological security and economic advancement. In India different laws have been ordered for the security of environment. Be that as it may, the development to ensure environment got energy with the legal vigil in 1980s and 90s.

Outfitted with the force of legal survey and sacred plan of freedom of legal the Indian legal has played out a stellar part in ensuring the earth and spreading ecological mindfulness among the Indian individuals.

Acting either at the occurrence of candidates or all alone, the Supreme Court has conjured Article 32 of the Constitution to give interval cures, for example, stay requests and directives to control destructive exercises by and large. Dependence has likewise been set on the ability to do finish equity under Article 142 to issue nitty gritty rules to official organizations and private gatherings for guaranteeing the usage of the different natural statutes and legal bearings.¹

At present most environment activities are brought under article 32 and 226 of the constitution. The writ system is favoured over the routine suit since it is expeditious, generally modest offers guide access to the most astounding courts of the land. In any case, class activities suit likewise have their own points of interest. The force of the Supreme Court to issue Hearings under article 32 and that of the High Court under article 226 have accomplished more noteworthy noteworthiness in natural case. Courts have made utilization of these forces to cure past mala-fides and to check prompt and future strikes on the earth.

The mid-nineties saw the Supreme Court perceive some globally acknowledged and essential standards in matters relating to the earth. This period likewise observed the Supreme Court depend increasingly on Article 21² of the Constitution and give a far reaching intending to explain "environment"³ taking inside its overlay the personal satisfaction as recognized from a minor animal creature presence.⁴ This is truly

¹The principal environmental statutes are: The Wildlife Protection Act, 1972; The Forest Conservation Act, 1980; The Environmental Protection Act, 1986; Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974; Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981

²Protection of life and personal liberty— No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except according to procedure established by law.
⁴ Board of Trustees of the Port of Bombay v. Dilipkumar Raghavendranath Nadkarni, (1983) 1 SCC 124
the period when ecological statute started to make its mark. Article 21 was innovatively translated to incorporate a 'privilege to clean air and water' and additionally the 'privilege to a perfect domain'. The absolute most referred to cases from this stage are those which brought about the re-area of perilous enterprises from the National Capital Territory (NCT) and the conclusion of foundries in the vicinity of the Taj Mahal in Agra.

The advancements that took after the Supreme Court's request in 1998 which required all transports in Delhi to change over to Compressed Natural Gas (CNG). At the time, there was huge feedback of this request on the ground that it would be too expensive for both the Delhi Transport Corporation (DTC) and private-administrators to purchase CNG vehicles, in this manner influencing the extensive number of individuals who rely upon open transport. As the due date for usage gravitated toward in 2002, there was some bother brought on to the overall population because of constrained CNG supplies – however over the long haul the measure has succeeded in decreasing the air-contamination levels. This exclusive demonstrates that occasionally judges must settle on disliked choices so as to seek after the long haul target of ensuring the privilege to a spotless situation.5

DOCTRINES EVOLVED BY THE COURTS

❖ Polluter Pays Rule

In Indian Council for Enviro-Legal Action6 the Supreme Court acknowledged the Polluter Pays rule.7 For this situation, some synthetic industrial facilities in Bichhri (Udaipur District) delivered perilous chemicals like oleum and so on. These businesses did not have the essential clearances, licenses, and so forth nor did they have fundamental hardware for the treatment of released dangerous effluents. Poisonous slime and untreated waste waters brought about the permeation of dangerous substances into the entrails of the Earth. Aquifers and subterranean supplies of water got dirtied; wells and streams turned dim and filthy; water got to be unfit for human utilization as well as unfit for cows to drink and for water system of land. To such an extent, even the dirt got to be unfit for development. Passing, infection and different catastrophes progressively came about and the villagers in the region revolted as a consequence of this tremendous ecological debasement. The District

6 Indian Council for Enviro-legal Action & Ors v. Union of India, (1996) 3 SCC 212
7 In 1972, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development adopted this principle as a recommendable method for pollution cost allocation
Magistrate of the region needed to fall back on Section 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code to evade any untoward episode.

The Supreme Court supported the Polluter Pays rule, which was prior perceived for this situation. It was said, "The Polluter Pays Principle as deciphered by this Court implies that the outright obligation for damage to the earth stretches out to remunerate the casualties of contamination as well as the cost of re-establishing the ecological debasement."

In *Vellore Citizens Welfare Forum*, around 900 tanneries in five locale of the State of Tamil Nadu were releasing huge measure of untreated profluent comprising of around 170 distinct sorts of chemicals into rural fields, roadside, conduits and open land. Around 35,000 hectares of land turned out to be somewhat or thoroughly unfit for development. The water in the region got to be unfit for utilization and water system purposes.

One of the huge headings given by the Supreme Court in this suit was contained in a request went in 1995 whereby a portion of the ventures were required to set up gushing treatment plants. In another request went in 1996, the Supreme Court issued notification to a portion of the tanneries to show bring about why they ought not be requested that compensation a contamination fine.

**Impact** While applying the rule of Polluter Pays, the Supreme Court later communicated the view that pay to be granted must have some relationship not just with the greatness and limit of the endeavour additionally the damage brought on by it. The relevance of the standard of Polluter Pays ought to be useful, basic and simple in application.

In *Deepak Nitrite*⁹, while remanding the matter to the High Court for re-examination, the Supreme Court communicated the view that the likelihood of 1% of the turnover of the undertaking might be sufficient remuneration.

**Precautionary Principle**

The Precautionary Principle prompted the development of the extraordinary guideline of weight of proof specified in *Vellore Citizens Welfare Forum*. According to this extraordinary guideline, the weight is on the individual needing to change the norm to demonstrate that the activities proposed won't have a harmful impact, the assumption working for natural insurance. This idea of 'turn around onus' requires that the weight of verification for wellbeing lays on the advocate of an innovation and not on the overall

---

⁹ Deepak Nitrite Ltd vs State Of Gujarat & Ors; (2005) 13 SCC 186
population – another innovation ought to be viewed as risky unless demonstrated generally.

The Precautionary Principle is relatable to hazard evaluation and ecological effect evaluation. Extensively, it hypothesizes that choices that may affect the earth need to take into account and perceive states of instability, especially concerning the conceivable natural outcomes of those choices. In light of the current situation, it is vital to make preventive move or stay away from impacts, which might harm regardless of the possibility that this can't be demonstrated.

In M.C Mehta v. Kamal Nath, the Supreme Court of India avowed the choice in Vellore Citizens' Welfare Forum v Union on India, maintaining the preparatory guideline as a feature of the ecological law of India.

In Narmada Bachao Andolan v. Union of India, the Court was called upon to choose different legitimate inquiries emerging from the Sardar Sarovar Project including the development of a dam on the Narmada River. An ecological freedom had been given for the venture. At the time it was allowed there was no commitment to acquire any statutory leeway and henceforth the natural freedom conceded was basically managerial in character. By the by, the natural leeway was tested. It was affirmed the fundamental particulars with respect to the natural effect of the Project were not accessible when the ecological leeway was given and it in this manner couldn't have been given. It was further claimed that the execution of the Project, having assorted and sweeping ecological effect, without legitimate study and comprehension of the natural effects and without appropriate arranging of mitigated measures, was an infringement of central privileges of life of the influenced individuals ensured under Article 21 of the Constitution of India. Over the span of judgment, the larger part noticed the accommodation of the applicants that "in cases relating to the earth, the onus of evidence is on the individual who needs to change the norm and, in this way, it is for the respondents to fulfill the Court that there will be no natural debasement". The lion's share managed this contention of moving of the weight of confirmation and the preparatory rule expressing:

\textbf{Impact -} It appears to us that the 'prudent rule' and the comparing weight of verification on the individual who needs to change the present state of affairs will normally apply for a situation of contaminating or other venture or industry where the degree of harm prone to be perpetrated is not known. At the point when there is a condition of instability because of absence of information or material about the degree of harm or contamination liable to be brought on then, so as to keep up the nature adjust, the weight of verification that the said adjust will be kept up must fundamentally be on the business or the

\footnotesize{11}(1997) 1 SCC 388 \hspace{1cm} 12 (1996) 5 SCC 647
unit which is liable to bring about contamination.

**Public Trust**

This precept came up for thought in the *Kamal Nath case*. A fairly bizarre circumstance had emerged for this situation. The stream of the waterway Beas was purposely redirected in light of the fact that it used to surge Span Motels in the Kulu Manali valley in which an unmistakable government official’s family had an immediate intrigue. The motel was additionally assigned secured forestland by the State Government and had likewise infringed on ensured forestland, which infringement was along these lines regularized.

The Supreme Court utilized people in general trust tenet as a part of this case to re-establish the earth to its unique condition. Quickly, this principle hypothesizes that the general population has a privilege to expect that specific terrains and regular territories will hold their normal attributes.

Roman law perceived the general population trust regulation whereby normal properties, for example, waterways, seashore, timberlands and the air were held by the Government in trust for nothing and unobstructed utilization of the general population. These assets were either possessed by nobody (res nullius) or by everybody in like manner (res communious)

In *M.I. Manufacturers v Radhey Shyam Sahu* where the Supreme Court has connected general society trust principle.

The claim was coordinated against the judgment of a Division Bench of the High Court of Judicature at Allahabad. By a typical judgment in three writ petitions, High Court talking through Shobha Dixit, J. held that the choice of the Lucknow Nagar Mahapalika, allowing M.I. Developers Pvt. Ltd. to build underground shopping complex in the Jhandewala Park arranged, Lucknow, was unlawful, subjective and illegal. Writ of mandamus was issued to the Mahapalika to re-establish back the recreation centre in its unique position inside a time of three months from the date of the judgment and till that was done, to take satisfactory security measures and to give essential shield and insurance to the general population, clients of the recreation centre. High Court had seen that the way that the recreation centre was of chronicled significance was not denied by the Mahapalika furthermore the way that persistence or support of the recreation centre was fundamental from the natural point and that the main reason progressed by the Mahapalika for development of the underground business complex was to facilitate the clog in territory. On considering the ground circumstances the court said that general society reason, which is claimed to be served by development of the underground business complex, appeared to be absolutely deceptive.

---

13 M.C. Mehta V. Kamal Nath, (1996) 1 SCC 388

14 AIR 1996 SC 2468
On Appeal the court held that the realities and conditions when inspected indicate one and only conclusion that the reason for developing the underground shopping complex was a unimportant appearance and the predominant object was to support the M.I. Manufacturers to gain tremendous benefits. In denying the residents of Lucknow of their luxury of an old verifiable stop in the congested zone on the open supplication of decongesting the territory Mahapalika and its officers overlooked their obligation towards the natives and acted in a most boldfaced way. By permitting the development Mahapalika had denied its inhabitants as additionally orders of the personal satisfaction to which they were qualified for under the Constitution and the Act. The assertion bears a resemblance to assertion, shamefulness and favouritism. The assertion was against open arrangement. It was not openly intrigue. Entire procedure of law was subverted to profit the manufacturer.

Principle Of Absolute Liability

A sensational occasion happened in Delhi on fourth and sixth December 1985. There was a hole of oleum gas from the production line premises of Shriram Foods and Fertilizer Industries. The gas release influenced a substantial number of people and advocates practising the District Courts in Delhi kicked the bucket. Recollections of the Bhopal Gas Disaster that had happened a year before were right away resuscitated.

An extremist legal counsellor instantly started procedures in the Supreme Court drawing out the issue brought on by the spillage of oleum gas. It happened over the span of procedures that prior in March that year, a Committee called the Mannmohan Singh Committee had gone into the security and contamination control parts of Shriram Foods and Fertilizer Industries with a view to taking out group hazard. The Supreme Court selected a group of specialists to investigate these suggestions. The group reported that the suggestions of the Mannmohan Singh Committee were being agreed to. In any case, this Expert Committee additionally called attention to different insufficiencies in the plant and opined that it was unrealistic to dispense with risks to general society insofar as the plant stayed in its present area in Delhi. In perspective of the clashing reports got by it, the Supreme Court delegated a Committee of Experts called the Nilay Chaudhry Committee.

A thought of the reports of every one of these boards demonstrated that they were consistent in reasoning that the component of hazard to labourers and the general population must be minimized, however not completely disposed of.

In this foundation, the Supreme Court recommended that the Government advance a National Policy for the area of

---

15M.C. Mehta v. Union of India AIR 1987 SC 1086
poisonous and risky businesses and that it ought to set up a free focus with professionally capable and open energetic specialists to give investigative and innovative sources of info. The purpose behind this was the Supreme Court thought that it was hard to get appropriate counsel and ability to empower it to touch base at a right choice.

The Supreme Court additionally suggested the setting up of Environmental Courts to manage circumstances of this kind. The significance of this case lies in the conclusion touched base at by the Supreme Court that an endeavour occupied with an unsafe or innately perilous industry which represents a danger to the wellbeing and security of its labourers and the inhabitants of adjacent ranges owes a flat out and no delegable obligation to the group to guarantee that no mischief results to anybody because of its movement. On the off chance that any damage results, then the undertaking is completely at risk to adjust for such mischief and it is no response to say that it had taken all sensible care or that the damage happened with no carelessness on its part. As it were, the Supreme Court advanced a standard of total risk and did not acknowledge any of the exemptions in such a case as said in Rylands v. Fletcher.\(^\text{16}\)

In Narmada bachao case\(^\text{17}\) the Supreme Court held that the prudent rule couldn't be connected to the choice for building a dam whose increases and misfortunes were unsurprising and certain.

**ROLE OF PILs AND RULE OF LOCUS STANDI**

There is obviously a requirement for a far reaching investigation of how law works as an instrument of ecological assurance. As of late, there has been a supported concentrate on the pretended by the higher legal in concocting and observing the usage of measures for contamination control, preservation of timberlands and untamed-life assurance. A hefty portion of these legal intercessions have been activated by the determined disjointedness in approach making and in addition the absence of limit working amongst the official organizations. Gadgets, for example, Public Interest Litigation (PIL) have been noticeably depended upon to handle ecological issues, and this approach has its supporters and additionally faultfinders.

In our nation, there are a few vocal NGO's and open lively people who have moved the courts to look for alleviation against various issues, for example, those made by unchecked vehicular and mechanical contamination,\(^\text{18}\) carelessness in administration of strong waste,\(^\text{19}\) development of extensive tasks and

\(^{16}\) (1868) LR 3 HL 330
\(^{17}\) AIR 2000 SC 375
\(^{19}\) Almitra Patel v. Union of India, W.P. No. 88 of 1996
expanding deforestation.\(^{20}\) So as to address these issues, there is a need to draw a harmony between ecological concerns and contending formative needs, for example, those of creating business and riches.

Every one of you are very much aware of how the gadget of Public Interest Litigation (PIL) was formulated by our Supreme Court. Keeping in mind the end goal to enhance access to equity for poor and distraught segments, the customary guidelines of 'locus standi' were weakened and a practice was started whereby open vivacious people could approach the court in the interest of such segments. Despite the fact that there has been impressive civil argument about the utilization and abuse of Public Interest Litigation, it should be highlighted that the procedural adaptability and inventive cures that have come to be connected with this type of case.

Rather than an antagonistic setting where the judge depends on the advice to deliver confirmation and contend their cases, the PIL cases are described by a cooperative critical thinking approach.

There is close finished scholastic assentation that the purposeful contribution of the higher legal in India with the earth started with the unwinding of the government of locus standi,\(^{21}\) and the take-off from the "confirmation of harm" approach.\(^{22}\) The unwinding of the run prompted some imperative results, which were especially apropos to ecological matters. In the first place, since it was conceivable that there could be a few applicants for the same arrangement of certainties managing an ecological risk or calamity, the court could take a gander at the matter from the perspective of a natural issue to be understood, instead of a debate between two gatherings. Second, the manage dealt with the numerous interests that went unrepresented – for instance, that of the average citizens who regularly had no entrance to the higher legal.\(^{23}\) Additionally, the procedure brought into sharp centre the irreconcilable situation between the earth and advancement, and set the phase for various choices that would manage issues identifying with this region in a more particular way.

The unwinding of locus standi, in actuality, made another type of legitimate activity, differently named as open intrigue prosecution and social activity.

\(^{21}\) Fertilizer Corporation Kamgar Union v. Union of India, AIR 1981 SC 344; Mumbai Kamgar Sabha v. Abdulbhai, AIR 1976 SC 1455
\(^{22}\) Bangalore Medical Trust v. B.S. Muddappa, (1991) 4 SCC 54

\(^{23}\) Some critics have claimed that public interest litigation has been misused by parties (third parties) who were secretly interested in issues allied to the environmental matter, which were sometimes commercial in nature, thereby using the exalted platform explicitly created for the solution of environmental matters alone.
suit. This shape is generally more effective in managing natural cases, for the reason that these cases are worried with the privileges of the group as opposed to the person.

**Impact**—It is portrayed by a non-antagonistic approach, the support of amicus curiae, the arrangement of master and observing panels by the court, and the issue of point by point break arranges as consistent mandamus under Articles 32 and 226 by the Supreme Court of India and the High Courts of the States individually.

**JUDICIAL ACTIVISM**

There is a journey for envirojustice and legal activism which analyses the authenticity of the legal activism being developed of natural statute in India. Furnished with the force of legal survey and autonomy of legal, the Indian legal has played out a stellar part in the advancement of natural law and spreading mindfulness among individuals for the need of environment insurance in India.

The part of PIL in building up a natural statute in India has been amazing. Open intrigue suit is an agreeable or community exertion by the applicant, the State of open power and the legal to secure recognition of established or essential human rights, advantages and benefits upon poor, discouraged and defenceless segments of the general public. General society intrigue suit is the result of acknowledgment of the established commitment of the court. The advancement of PIL was led in the late 1970s and 1980s through a progression of choices issued by Indian Supreme Court Justices, whose objective was to advance and vindicate open intrigue which requests that infringement of established or lawful privileges of extensive quantities of individuals who are poor, uninformed or in a socially or monetarily impeded position ought not go unnoticed and unredressed.

When contamination due to different reasons was touching its pinnacle and the nature of the environment its nadir, it was being felt that a few stages that could be utilized as venturing stone to a solid situation, ought to be received and usage thereof must be effectuated to achieve the genuinely necessary result. The appallingly debasing state of environment made the legal, strikingly the Supreme Court, sit and consider the bind. The undertaking confronting the court was overwhelming, and still it is. It required advancement combined with legal boldness and specialty to build up another law that could demonstrate the

---


25 Sheela Barse v. Union of India, AIR 1988 SC 2211

26 T.N. Godavarman Thirumulkpad v. Union of India, AIR 1997 SC 1228; M.C. Mehta v. Union of India (Vehicular Pollution case), (1998) 8 SCC 648
directing light to the earth security development. It additionally required going past the settled and searching for more up to date doctrinal field, and potential outcomes. With the progression of time, a surfeit of regulations and standards were improved and/or embraced by the Supreme Court of India. A doctrinal support that could defend the decaying state of the earth was soon raised. Some of these precepts and standards should be depicted upon to see the magnificence of legal specialty and bravery as respects the centre issue of ecological contamination and steps brought to manage the same.

One of the wellspring of natural law statute in India has been article 21 of the constitution and its innovative translation by the Supreme Court in various cases that gave another measurement and intending to the comprehension of the article. The ever-expanding breadth of article 21 has been an aid to the reason for ensuring the earth so that the lives of the general population and their other appreciated rights are secured. Legal has utilized the spread of article 21 rights as a defensive umbrella against the endeavours that have a tendency to debilitate the earth and its presence.

**Impact**—Again the present part likewise analyses the authenticity of legal activism being developed of natural law in India. It basically examinations the distinctive features of legal activism in the zone ecological law in India.

**CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

The environment and the development are two sides of the same coin and anyone of these cannot be scarified for the other. On contrary, both are equally essential for our better future. In this situation, responsibility lies on the Supreme Court and the High Courts to deal with these cases with caution of high degree, only then we will achieve our goal i.e. to secure pollution free developed country for our next generation.

Location of industries is another problem which needs to be solved. In this regard it will advisable that, when the industry is hazardous, it should not be located in a particular place where the huge number of people is residing or should not be near a colony, considering the happiness, health of the inhabitant. It relates to the provision of Article 48A and 51A (g) of the Directives Principles of State Policy.

We always kept in mind about the Resource management, which is another important matter which focuses that right to development should not be in such a way affecting the potentiality of natural resources and it focuses on the idea of ‘sustainable development’.

The World Commission on Environment and Development observes, “What is required is a new approach in which all nations aim at a type of development that integrates production with resource conservation and enhancement, and that links both to the provision for all of an adequate livelihood base and equitable access to resources.”

For protecting the environmental degradation Public Interest Litigation (PIL) under Article 32 and 226 of the Constitution of India also played an important role, because most of the environmental cases which are tried by the Supreme Court are the result of this Public Interest Litigation.

Sometimes it found that, these industries or business/trades are carried on in a manner which endangers vegetation cover, animals, aquatic life and human health, but now a day we found that, any trade or business which is offensive to flora and fauna or human beings cannot be permitted to be carried on the name of the fundamental right. In this regard we can just hope that, the Judiciary play an important role to protect the environment as well as help for the Industrial development in India by adopting the policy of Sustainable Development.